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SFB going end of life - Camden could
potentially lose voicemail access for front
line workers if they didn’t act fast.
COVID-19 – with a rising need for remote
working, COVID-19 meant Camden needed
to quickly onboard a new technology
solution and support end users to adopt
the solution effectively. 

London Borough of Camden were using
Skype for Business (SFB) on-premises for
communications. As part of the Digital
Workspace strategy to harness cloud services,
Camden were keen to explore Microsoft 365
Teams for their communications platform
when their SFB platform was due to be
decommissioned in 2021. The need to find the
right solution also included:·      
  

 
Camden wanted to ensure they could provide
a modern environment which allowed end
users to collaborate more efficiently. Camden
had 5,000 users working on SFB that would
need to be migrated to the newer, modern
platform.

D R I V I N G
D I G I T A L

“We want  to make the best use of unified communications

and collaboration inside Microsoft Teams for end users;

using chat, document sharing and team groups. COVID was a

factor for the move to Microsoft Teams along with Skype on-

premises being decommissioned.”

William Woosman 
Programme Manager at London Borough of Camden.

T H E
P R O J E C T

London Borough of Camden aim to drive
change to help build better communities
and opportunities for its citizens. With
plans to create a modernised environment
for its employees, Camden engaged with
Microsoft Gold Partner, risual. 
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COVID-19 – With changes to the “normal”
way of work it was critical for Camden to
onboard the technology quickly to enable
secure remote working.
Better collaboration – Camden wanted to
create an environment which would
ultimately encourage better collaboration
across teams and departments and
increase end user’s productivity. 
Less risk – with a move to a new
technology, it was vital to ensure voicemail
services would not be lost in the process. 
Seamless cloud experience – in order to
work remotely, Camden required a secure
and simple cloud experience across any
end user devices .

Camden had a handful of people who were
already working in Microsoft Teams, whilst the
rest of the organisation were working on
Skype for Business on-premises. This project
wasn’t just about the technical solution, it was
about providing a digital and collaborative
environment for end users to work and
achieve more in the future.

“As part of the Microsoft Teams migration, we were

focussed on what people were already doing in Skype

for Business and then we plan to explore the bigger

opportunities in Microsoft Teams.”

Colin Maclean 
Office 365 Change Lead at London Borough of Camden.

T H E
C H A L L E N G E
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The Microsoft FastTrack workshops hosted
included, Microsoft Teams Transition planning
and Microsoft Teams Call Quality Dashboards.
 
Microsoft FastTrack is a benefit to customers
that have a Microsoft volume license
agreement, and the services are provided at
no extra cost to the customer. FastTrack
covers all Microsoft 365 technologies and
offers a valuable contribution to the project
team.

The solution was to create a digital
workspace. Camden had a target of three
months to get the initial migration completed
for 5,000 users so both parties worked quickly
to implement Microsoft Teams. Steve Rush
risual Consultant and Jhon Jimenez Network
Team Lead at Camden worked together to
create a Powershell script to speed up the
initial migration, resulting in the first phase
being completed in several days rather than
three months.

As part of the project team, risual included
the Microsoft FastTrack services risual
(Microsoft FastTrack Ready Partner), hosted
regular technical workshops for the Camden
IT team to provide support during the
technical deployment. The workshops were
also provided to help Camden employees
gain the relevant skills to ensure they could
complete the volume migration themselves
and manage the environment effectively
moving forward. 

D I G I T A L
W O R K S P A C E

Mobeen Zafar 
Infrastructure Manager at London Borough of Camden. 

“Steve created the customised scripts in his own time

to ensure Camden would have access and help speed

up the Microsoft Teams migration.”
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With the new technology in place,
Camden have access to a variety of
functions which better the call
experience. Ranging from together mode,
live captions, recording, chat windows,
gallery view, blur video background and
more. All functions work together to
create a better and seamless experience. 

Camden are changing alongside the
technology. With the organisation
working from home in current
circumstances, it is critical to provide a
reliable and enjoyable work environment
for end users. Microsoft Teams is
providing opportunities to build new ways
of working and create bigger and better
outputs. 

End users have access to everything they
need in one place and can work
collaboratively with members across the
business simultaneously on projects. 

Camden have internal change champions
who work with end users to help get
more from the technology. There is a
huge cultural change element with
creating a better digital environment for
employees. 

Alongside the wonderful people change
and benefits, Camden have also saved
costs by migrating from on-premises to
the Cloud.

Seamless call experience 

Growing digital platform

Increased productivity

Cultural change

Cost savings 

D R I V I N G
C H A N G E

All Camden users now have access to
seamless digital unified communications.
The features within Microsoft Teams have
enabled better quality calls, cross-division
chat, and collaboration within the
environment. 

Following the training attended by over
40% of the organisation, all attendees now
understand how to best use the new
features. Camden has seen a rise in call
quality and have opened doors to
unlocking better collaborative tools. 

Unified communications platform 

End user adoption 
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L O O K I N G
F O R W A R D

Oliver Birrell 
Digital Change Lead at London Borough of Camden.

“We’re looking to open up other applications in

collaboration areas. We want to move our existing

data from SharePoint on-premises into the Cloud

and SharePoint Online and to be surfaced in

Microsoft Teams. This will help create a

collaborative workspace and provide end users

access to their work in one window.

The focus is on leveraging the collaboration

spaces within Teams to help our people working

at home to have shared virtual office spaces to

share, interact and plan. We’re also beginning to

look into other 3rd party application integrations

to really help colleagues work in the ways they

need in the new world of hybrid working post-

COVID.”

Now the technology is implemented, and
internal champions will continue to
invest in culture change, Camden can
now focus their next steps on enabling
better use of the technology to drive
better outcomes. 
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